Today Service Providers are achieving ever-increasing transmission over networks due to Cloud and Web services bang. But information security of user as well as provider is a main apprehension whenever we talk about the implementation of network services. In this paper the proposed work has developed a new cryptography algorithm which is based on concept of block cipher. In this algorithm I have used logical operation like XOR and shifting operation. Experimental results illustrate that proposed algorithm is more efficient and secured than existing techniques. From the service provider&apos;s point of view, a typical simulated optimal algorithm handles various significant issues such as standard communication infrastructure, distributed network graph and language transparency. This paper shows the work in progress on this particular feature introducing a practical development, giving an outline on the subject, security management using cryptography algorithm presenting a view on further research. The proposed algorithm has the batter speed compared with the comparing encryption algorithm. However, the proposed algorithm expands encryption security by introducing the symmetric layer. The planned algorithm will be beneficial to the applications which require the same procedure of encryption and decryption. The cryptography techniques used in current research also applied in stenography applications.
